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Executive Summary
As Harlow celebrates its 70th anniversary and looks forward towards its centenary as
a New Town it faces a period of challenge and opportunity.
The challenges arise from anticipated population growth from new homes in and
adjoining Harlow, including the proposed Harlow and Gilston Garden Town, the
infrastructure to facilitate this growth and the need to renew the ageing
infrastructure of the existing town. This growth has to be accommodated whilst
sustaining the overall ethos of the existing town and protecting the existing
neighbourhoods and green spaces.
These challenges also provide opportunities. The projected growth over the medium
term can be a catalyst for improving prosperity in Harlow, by creating new jobs,
attracting new people and business and in revitalising the town centre, making it a
sub-regional hub rather than a district shopping centre.
The land and property that the Council owns must play its part in ensuring these
opportunities are realised. Property can both consume and generate revenue (from
operating costs or from lettings) and plays a significant role in supporting the
Council’s revenue budget which is used to provide Council services to the residents
and visitors to Harlow.
Property also has long term latent value which can be realised through development
or strategic use. It is this long term opportunity the Council needs to capture and to
exploit for the benefit of the Harlow and its residents. Over the long term the Council
must use property to promote renewal of the public realm and to ensure financial
security.
This strategy is focussed on taking a strategic perspective on the land and property
assets the Council owns and in reviewing these assets to identify those with longer
term ‘opportunity’ value. The identification and subsequent development of these to
release value will require new approaches in terms of capacity, expertise and
potential delivery models. These are all early actions arising from this strategy. This
strategic emphasis is in addition to the day to day operational of the Council’s
property assets which remain of critical importance to the Council’s budget and
operations.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose & Scope of Strategy
Property is a key resource of the Council. It has value, costs money to use and
maintain, and is critical in meeting the objectives of the Council. The Council has a
vision for a ‘Fairer Harlow’ and a ‘Harlow to be proud of’ and in projecting ‘Harlow as
a great place to live, work and visit’. To realise this vision, Council property must be
managed to support growth and community vibrancy whilst also protecting the
Council’s financial security by supporting the revenue budget.
This Property Asset Strategy identifies the policy and resource influences affecting
the Council, and in response to these sets a broad direction for asset management
over the medium term enabling its property portfolio and associated professional
support to be optimised to meet identified needs. It is intended to facilitate rational
property decision making based on the Council’s priorities. The plan has a 5-year
horizon with annual reporting on progress, and revisions will be made if there are
changes in local or national circumstances. The strategy is restricted to consideration
of property assets that the Council owns or uses (but excludes the Council’s housing
assets which are considered through a separate strategy) and sets a programme of
action over the medium term. More specifically the asset strategy seeks to:







1.2

Raise the profile of property as a strategic resource of the Council
Articulate a long term vision for the asset base linked to Council priorities
Provide a clear framework for managing the Council’s property portfolio
Set a context for decision making on property matters, now and in the future
Identify actions, performance measures and review mechanisms
Provide radical but realistic property solutions to support Council’s priorities

The Importance of Property

.

The Council places strong emphasis on the importance of property. It recognises that
how property is used can influence the quality of life for citizens and create a sense
of place. Property both consumes money (from use and maintenance) and generates
money (from lettings) and the Council needs to balance these two perspectives in its
management. Whilst this strategy focuses on more strategic aspects of property, the
Council recognises that its operational management is critical in underpinning
services, providing facilities and in supporting the Council’s revenue budget.
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1.3

Overview of Harlow
Harlow is a former Mark One New Town in the west of Essex, on the border with
Hertfordshire and in commuting distance south to London. It occupies an area of land
on the south bank of the upper Stort Valley with the M11 motorway passing through
the east of the district. It has a population of 85,995 (Mid-year estimate 2016) and a
high proportion of social housing, a legacy of its origins in re-housing London families
after World War II. The master plan for Harlow drawn up in 1947 contained
landscape wedges which were designed to separate the neighborhoods of the town
and which survive today. Each of the town's neighborhoods is self-supporting with its
own shopping precincts and community facilities. Since becoming a new town,
Harlow has undergone several stages of expansion. The administrative area is
relatively small and a significant proportion of the land within its boundaries is
designated as Green Wedge or Green Belt which gives the town a unique character
but limits development opportunities.

1.4

Overview of the Portfolio
The Council has a diverse portfolio. Its basic dimensions are provided in the table
below and the nature of the portfolio is explained further through Section 5. The
current portfolio is predominantly a legacy of historical asset transfers associated
with Harlow’s status as a new town. A brief history of this is given in Appendix A.
Total Number of Properties
493properties1
Value

Cost

Income

£100,444m

£3.504m

£6.380m

£13.823m

Generated from
lettings

Estimated repair
3
requirement

For capital
2
Accounting
1.
2.
3.

Annual running
costs

Condition

Figure excludes the Council’s 7,801 General fund Housing Garages.
Figure taken from the Council’s Technology Forge database (this includes the Council’s General Fund Housing Garages).
Excludes those costs that are the responsibility of Harlow’s occupying tenants.
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1.5

Format & Links to Other Plans

Vision

Policy
Direction

Resource
Allocation

Delivery

Corporate
Plan

Service
Strategies

Capital
Programme

Service &
Business Plans

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

Annual
Budget

Outcomes

Customers

This property asset strategy does not exist in isolation. It is closely linked to a range of
other plans as identified below. It both supports, and is informed by, these other
plans. The property asset strategy is in two parts. This part, Part 1, is concerned with
setting the broad operating context and strategic direction for asset management;
whereas Part 2 identifies the implications of this in terms of management action for
individual assets (or collections of assets) the Council owns or occupies. The property
asset strategy is itself amplified through other property policies and procedures.
Finally the strategy is both internally and externally facing.

supports

Property Asset
Strategy (Part 1)

Property Asset
Strategy (Part 2)

Strategic Direction

Asset Implications

Is influenced by

Economic
Strategy

Regeneration
Strategy

Local
Plan

2.0 Operating Context
2.1

Influences for Change
There are a range of influences driving change in Harlow area and to which the
Council must respond through its portfolio management. These can be recognised
nationally and regionally and also locally through the Council’s own policies. These
set a broad operating context impacting directly or indirectly on Harlow.
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National


Public Spending Constraint - In the medium term the national context is
shaped by uncertainty over Brexit and significant national debt which needs
to be reduced. This means restrictions on public spending and a drive for
efficiency savings. This emphasis on efficiency allied with rising demands on
Council services implies a need for public service transformation. An
assumption through national spending reviews is that property can
contribute to efficiency savings through capital receipts from disposals or
reduced running costs.



Localism & Place Shaping - The Government’s localism agenda has a focus
on decentralisation. Voluntary groups, social enterprises, parish councils and
others have a ‘community right to challenge’ local authorities over their
services and in future could compete to provide services. New rights mean
communities can ask councils to list certain assets as being of value to the
community and bid to buy assets if any come up for sale. There is also
potential for the transfer of the management or ownership of council land
and buildings to a community organisation at less than market value to
achieve a local social, economic or environmental benefit. There is also a
focus on promoting sustainable communities with an aspiration to create
vibrant areas, which are attractive places, to live, work and play with part of
this concerned with encouraging community participation and place shaping.



Partnership Working - There is a strong drive for partnership working. This is
seen as both a policy and resource imperative exemplified through the One
Public Estate (OPE) initiative which is focussed on managing collective public
property assets in an area as a single portfolio. The aims of OPE are to
generate receipts, reduce running costs and liabilities; promote growth
through supporting housing development and job creation; encourage
optimal use of assets through co-location and sharing arrangements and
support customer focussed services through service integration.



Health & Social Care Integration - There is a national drive to integrate health
and social care which will have implications for both council services and their
property portfolios. The Naylor Review of the health sector estate (2017)
identified that without investment the NHS estate will remain unfit for
purpose. To meet the Department of Health targets to release £2bn from
assets for reinvestment, and deliver land for 26,000 new homes, will require
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capital plans aligned to clinical strategies that maximise value for money
(including land sales) and address backlog maintenance. Use of publicly
owned land and property as a catalyst for housing growth is also increasing
and likely to be a national priority as affordability of housing becomes a more
pressing issues.


Population Growth & Housing Need – Within the UK there is a housing
shortage and with houses being built too costly, of poor quality and often in
the wrong places. As the UK population continues to grow, due to a
combination of rising life expectancy, high birth rate and high net
immigration, it will place further pressures on housing and rising prices. A
housing shortage has been described as the ‘biggest risk’ to the UK economy
by the Governor of the Bank of England. Research indicates the UK needs a
minimum of 240,000 new houses per year in order to meet demand.1

Regional & Local


London – Stansted – Cambridge Corridor - Harlow is positioned within the
London to Cambridge economic growth corridor. This corridor has significant
growth opportunities because of its road, rail and transport links between
London and the significant science and high tech industrial clusters at
Cambridge. The corridor has important growth sectors for the UK such as life
sciences, medical, technology, low carbon and distribution with much of the
current investment in the corridor being market driven. The corridor will
present Harlow with significant infrastructure challenges but also
opportunities in terms of job creation and rising prosperity.



Digital Innovation Zone (DIZ) – The importance of the digital delivery of
public services is being increasingly recognized. Local authorities across Essex
and Hertfordshire have combined to create a Digital Innovation Zone. The
geography of this area, which has a population of over 450,000, forms a
functional economic market area and is also the core of the London –
Stansted – Cambridge economic growth corridor. The DIZ is intended to
coordinate investment and action in digital technology across partners in
order maximize the opportunities it can provide for public services, including
joint working. The DIZ will develop a plan for digital investment and
applications, identify and deliver digital investment projects and target

1

These comments have been referred to in a number of sources including the Chancellor’s statement and
Population Matters – “Population and Housing” – July 2015
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external funding sources.


Harlow & Gilston Garden Town – In January 2017, the Government
confirmed Harlow & Gilston as one of three new garden towns in the UK with
a package of funding to facilitate their delivery as part of an initiative to
respond to the national shortage of housing. A garden town is a development
of more than 10,000 homes and the target for housing growth in and around
Harlow for the period up to 2033 is 16,000 dwellings of which 9,200 will be in
HDC’s administrative area with the remaining adjacent to the area. As a
garden town there will be the potential for the Council to access
infrastructure funding such as the Housing Infrastructure Fund.



SELEP – Harlow is within the South East Local Enterprise partnership (SELEP)
which as a body is focused on driving growth and creating jobs. SELEP has
£570m of Local Growth Funding for the region, which covers either side of the
Thames including Essex, Kent & East Sussex, from the government’s’ Growth
Fund. SELEP determines priorities for investment in roads, buildings, and
facilities in the area as part of an integrated approach to infrastructure
delivery and also seeks to leverage in private sector funding as part of its
approach.



Local Plan – The new Local Plan for Harlow is subject to final consultation
prior to its processes for adoption. This will set out plans for housing, jobs and
infrastructure and a spatial strategy identifying the areas of change up to
2033. Given the constrained geographical nature of its administrative area
and the anticipated housing and population growth, the Council will have to
work with adjoining authorities in order to meet the developments required
but also to protect Harlow’s open space from inappropriate development.
Nearly half of the land within the Council’s boundary is open space, with one
fifth designated green wedge and one fifth designated as green belt land.
Housing allocations in the Local Plan may give the Council opportunities with
respect to its own land holdings.



Town Centre Area Action Plan – As part of the Local Development Plan
process the Council will develop an Area Action Plan (AAP) for the town
centre. This will enable the development of a detailed spatial planning
framework to inform the development and regeneration of the town centre.
The AAP will need to consider future development opportunities, uses and
needs that can inform a Master Plan for the town centre based on robust
evidence. Consideration will need to be given to the impact of the wider
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growth in the Harlow area, views of existing stakeholders represented in the
town centre and partner organisations to create a vision for a successful,
vibrant and sustainable centre.

2.2



Public Health Science Campus – Harlow will be the location for the
Government’s plan to bring all the public health laboratories onto a single
integrated campus which will also include Public Health England’s (PHE)
headquarters. Outline planning permission has been approved for the
development at the former GSK site and construction work on the PHE’s
national science hub will start in 2019 with occupation starting in 2021.



Enterprise Zone (EZ) – The Council currently owns 27 acres of the London
Road North EZ site out of 37, with a CPO currently in place to secure the
remaining 10 acres. The Council will work with its development partner to
develop Harlow Science Park. The Council will retain the freehold, all
communal parts and landscape areas but lease out, or potentially dispose of
plots. The business rates will be used to repay associated debt leaving income
generated from leasing or cash realized from disposals available to support
the Council’s revenue and capital budgets or to be used for re-investment into
new opportunity sites or to renew existing property assets.



Junction 7a of M11 – Planning permission has been granted to allow junction
7a and improvements to Gilden Way in Harlow. The junction is planned to
open in 2021 and will support economic and housing growth in Harlow. The
new junction will create a key east/west link to help move traffic to and from
via the M11, reduce congestion on the north/south links through Harlow and
towards Junction 7 and support housing and business development; including
at the Council’s Enterprise zone.

Council Priorities
Through its Corporate Plan the Council has identified its vision for ‘A Fairer Harlow, A
Harlow to be Proud of’. The Council’s priorities expressed through the plan are:





More and better housing
Regeneration and a thriving economy
Wellbeing and social inclusion
A clean and green environment
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Successful children and young people

Underpinning these priorities the Council has defined three core operating principles.
These include: being a community leader, sound resource management and
equalities and fairness.

2.3

Resource Context
In common with all other councils, Harlow is facing public expenditure constrains and
cuts to external grant funding from central government. The Council’s medium term
financial plan (MTFP) has a 3 year horizon 2018-2021 with no shortfall in the revenue
budget if identified options for future savings are realised. This balanced budget
position is dependant however on meeting these savings targets. The Council has
sought to dispose of assets in order to sustain non-housing capital investment or to
lower revenue costs but declining capital receipts from property are leading to an
increase need to borrow. There is currently provision within the MTFP to borrow
£2m per annum for non-housing capital projects. Property letting is the single biggest
single income generating activity of the Council producing a rent of £6.38m
compared with the Council’s general fund budget of £10m. There is an expectation
for property to continue to sustain or increase its level of contribution to the
Council’s budget.

2.4

Challenges in the Portfolio
A number of issues have been recognised with respect to the current portfolio. These
are summarised below and have been identified as they required a response to be
defined through this strategy. These problems and pressures include:


Legacy of under investment – the portfolio has suffered from historic underinvestment and thus in general comprises ageing buildings which are in a poor
condition, not fully ’fit for purpose’ and inflexible in terms of meeting future
service needs. As a new town the building stock is broadly of the same age
and consequently maintenance issues are coming to the fore at the same
time. There is a mismatch between annual spend on maintenance and the
condition of the building stock which may lead to a growing future liability for
the Council. This under investment can also be exacerbated because of the
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lack of a clear prioritisation mechanism to allocate scarce capital and revenue
resources to meet maintenance needs.


Profile of property – whilst there is recognition of the importance of property
and its ability for community outreach and income generation there is also a
tendency to view its management as largely a technical activity focused on
day to day operational matters. The profile of property as a strategic resource
and its potential to act as a catalyst for growth and regeneration needs to be
raised which may have implications for the Council’s capacity in this area.



Governance – Alongside the profile of property within the Council there are
some perceived deficiencies in existing governance arrangements. This
includes the lack of a corporate asset management group (or the equivalent)
as a senior cross-council forum through which to discuss strategic property
maters and a lack of clarity around the prioritisation mechanism for the
capital programme.



Statutory compliance in Commercial portfolio – Whilst the Council discharges
its statutory responsibilities as an occupier and landlord for its operational
and commercial properties, there are also tenant responsibilities (such as
electrical, gas, water & fire testing certification) that need to be undertaken.
The Council recognises the need to take a proactive role in its capacity as
landlord to ensure all tenant statutory responsibilities are being undertaken.

3

Strategic Direction

3.1

Overall Direction
The operating context for the Council identified above in section 2 means the Council
faces significant challenges over the next 15 years. These are around accommodating
large scale housing growth and associated infrastructure within a tightly constraint
geographical area with protected open space. Through this period of change, it is
essential to maintain the strong philosophy of Harlow based around self-sustaining
neighbourhoods closely interconnected to each other and the Town centre through
green wedges. However, the future also offers opportunities. In particular the
potential to regenerate neighbourhood and town centres so that the ‘older’ areas are
not disadvantaged in comparison with the ‘new’ areas and the opportunity to
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improve prosperity for the town generally with more and better housing and creation
of new and different jobs.
The Council’s property portfolio must play its role in responding to these challenges
and opportunities. Essentially the Council’s portfolio can be divided into 3 broad subportfolios. These are operational assets concerned with providing Council services or
supporting community needs which tend to be cash consuming (from maintenance
and changing service standards) and commercial assets which are principally located
in neighbourhood hatches which are cash generating and are important in terms of
supporting the Council’s revenue budget. In the future the portfolio must sustain its
support to the Council revenue budget but also contribute to the improvement of its
existing operational and community assets. This implies a direction for asset
management around using property to promote renewal of public realm and to
ensure the Council’s financial security.

Short term

This may require the creation of a different sub-portfolio of assets – opportunity
assets - which have long term latent value that can be exploited to provide revenue
or capital to support this defined direction for asset management. The opportunity
assets can over time create revenue or capital and potentially use borrowing to grow
its asset base and through this create funds for re-investment into existing Council
assets, the town centre, residential or other schemes. This is shown in the conceptual
model below. This can be implemented in a variety of ways, but critically in the short
term to medium requires a commitment to ‘ring fence’ revenue or capital generated
for re-investment into new opportunity assets to grow long-term asset value.

Community
Portfolio

Operational
Portfolio

Consumes
cash

HDC Capital &
Revenue Budget

Commercial
Portfolio

Borrow
Invest

Long term

Generates
cash

Invest

Opportunity
Portfolio

Re-invest
Town centre
Residential
Other
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3.2

Key Themes

This future direction for asset management is underpinned by six inter-related broad
themes around which future action and resources need to be coordinated. The first
five are more strategic, innovative themes around implementing this strategy, whilst
the sixth theme recognises the importance of on-going management of the existing
portfolio as this more strategic work proceeds.


Segmenting the portfolio – The key management change looking forward is
an approach which recognises different sub-portfolios and the creation of an
‘opportunity portfolio’ which contains assets which have latent value that can
be exploited over time for the benefit of the Council and community. This
sub-division into discrete portfolios reinforces what is being done informally
but allows a specific management focus to be given to each portfolio.



Growing the opportunity portfolio – Part of the Council’s challenge looking
forward will be to identify sites in its ownership or which it can acquire that
have long term value to be exploited. These could be potential housing sites
or sites with development potential. In order to generate longer term revenue
or capital it will be important to grow the opportunity portfolio over time.



Partnership working – Integration is at the core of public service reform with
the benefits of both service improvement and cost reduction well known.
Making shared asset use happen in reality, however, is hard. The Council
needs to review its asset base (in conjunction with partner organisations) to
identify opportunities to rationalise property holdings or to create modern
joint use facilities. The review of issues and opportunities for the town centre
provides an opportunity to undertake a ‘locality review’ of all public sector
assets in the town centre to identify potential rationalisation scenarios.



Enhancing delivery capability - The nature and pace of change to the
portfolio implied through the operating context identified in section 2 and the
response articulated above also requires change to governance, processes,
capacity and culture of the Council in order to support its implementation.
Perhaps the most significant changes are the recognition of property as a
strategic resource with associated expertise and a cultural change to embrace
more innovative, commercial approaches with potentially increased risk.
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3.3



Evaluate Delivery mechanisms – The Council can manage and develop
opportunity sites by itself, although this will require, focus, capacity, expertise
and perhaps a more entrepreneurial approach than currently exists. However
given the nature and potential scale of work ahead it would also be prudent
to consider alternative delivery mechanism. These could include working with
a strategic partner (such as HTS or others) and also consideration of placing
assets into a ‘development company’ as a mechanism of transferring the
development risk whilst sharing in the value creation.



Business as usual – It should be recognised that the themes identified above
imply actions which are over the operationally focussed activities concerned
with managing the Council’s portfolio on a day to day basis. It is important to
recognise that the programme of work around this operational management
of the portfolio will need to continue alongside any more strategic initiatives.

Making it Happen - A Framework for Action
Looking forward there are a number of actions required to support the direction and
key themes identified above. An action plan is presented below. The resource
implications and timing of these actions are not identified in any detail. Given the
Council’s resource constraints it will need to determine the relative priority of each
action, the risk of not undertaking it and the potential scale of benefits which will be
delivered. It should be noted that the identified actions are over and above those
associated with day-to-day asset management activities.

3.4

Implementation Risks
In implementing the strategy there are some specific issues that require careful
consideration. These are:


Commitment to concept – It will be important to ensure a proper
understanding of the strategic direction articulated through this strategy and
in particular to the concept of an ‘opportunity’ portfolio. This is a new
approach for the Council, based on a longer term planning and delivery
horizon than would be normal. It also has implications in terms of ‘ring fencing’
the value realised from this portfolio and how it will be used in the future.
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Attitude to risk – The Council’s overall attitude to risk may determine its scope
of ambition in growing the opportunity portfolio and the preferred option for
delivery. There may be varying merits and drawbacks in alternative delivery
approaches which will need to be evaluated



Organisational expertise – The Council may need to recognise that the
approach articulated through this strategy may require additional strategic,
commercial expertise rather than simply technical property expertise. There
will need to be an assessment of existing capacity and expertise to ensure the
right mix of strategic and technical skills are available to progress the strategy.

The critical success factors in implementing the strategy is ensuring an agreed
common understanding of the approach (and its implications), matching the scale of
ambition and delivery approach to the culture of the organisation, strong leadership
and the appropriate mix of strategic and technical skills.
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A Framework for Action
Theme / Asset
Segmenting the portfolio

Enhancing delivery
capability

Growing the opportunity
portfolio
Partnership working

Evaluate delivery
mechanisms

Business as usual





















Action
Define the rationale and management objectives for each portfolio
Review existing assets to categorise all asset into the portfolios
Identify key performance measure for each portfolio
Establish a Strategic Property Board and its Terms of Reference to oversee the strategy
Assess strategic capability and capacity of Property & Facilities Team
Identify lead focus (Project Manager) to progress on opportunity portfolio
Review capital prioritisation process – template for bids, scoring model & post project
evaluation
Move to single source for core property data based on Technology Forge
Review existing sites to identify any with latent development potential
Identify & define potential options for developing value (use / time / feasibility)
Re-designate identified sites as part of the opportunity portfolio
Create ‘concordat’ to encourage commitment to joint working
Undertake locality review to identify rationalisation scenarios for town centre
Review potential to secure funding support through One Public Estate (OPE)
Identify broad options for developing out opportunity assets
Evaluate options to determine ‘best fit’ with HDC outlook + culture + ambition + risk &
return
Develop Outline Business Case for preferred delivery approach
Manage the investment portfolio to maximise income
Maintain and ensure the statutory compliance of the portfolio

Term
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Milestone
Dec 2018
Dec 2018
Mar 2019
Mar 2019
Sep 2019
Sep 2019
Jun 2019

On-going
On-going
On-going
Short
Short
Medium
Short
On-going
Short

Annually
Annually
Annually
Dec 2018
Dec 2019
Mar 2021
Mar 2019
Annually
Mar 2020

Short
On-going
On-going

Mar 2020
Annually
Annually
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4

Asset Management Policy & Practice
This section briefly describes the Council’s approach to asset management. It
highlights how the Council does things, identifying key decision making processes and
asset management related policies. A fuller list of the key policies and procedures is
provided in Appendix C.

4.1

The Role of the Property & Facilities Team
The property portfolio is managed by the Property and Facilities Team. It under takes
directly, or through commissioned work, a diverse range of activities. These include
those that change the size and nature of the portfolio, those that protect and
enhance buildings and those concerned with services to and within buildings. In
addition it undertakes a range of miscellaneous ancillary activities on behalf of the
Council. An illustration of the scope of work is shown in the diagram below.
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DEFINING
Strategy
Member Liasion

Property Strategy

Policy Development

MANAGING
Contract Management & Commissioning
Contract
Management

Commissioning &
monitoring
Programme
monitoring
Client Side Advice
(Maintenance)

Programme definition
Client Side Advice
(Estates)

Performance &
financial monitoring
Business case
development
Client Side Advice
(Design)

DOING
Estate Management
Acquisitions &
Disposals
Manage Valuations
(outsourced)

Rating appeals
General estate
management
Granting & Renewing
of leases & licences

Hard FM

Soft FM

Capital Projects

Energy & Utilities

Condition Surveys

Back Office Services

Feasibility Studies

Energy Management

Planned Maintenance

Waste disposal &
recycling

Business Case &
Options Appraisals

Carbon Efficiency

Reactive
Maintenance

Caretaking

Whole Life Costings

Utility Procurement

M&E

Cleaning

Minor Works

Security

Rent reviews

Access Audits &
Remedial Works

Premises management

Dilapidations

Statutory compliance*

Room bookings

Property Review

Emergency Call Out

Data management
& GIS
Local Land & Property
Gazetteer

Un-adopted Highway
Inspection Regime
* In conjunction with
Corporate Compliance
Team

Post Project
Evaluations
Client side Project
Management
Delivery of Project
Management

Validation & billing

Miscellaneous
Bus station
management
Road closures
Street naming &
numbering

Sports pitches book
Transparency data
Plan Production

Land Registration
North Essex Parking
Partnership

4.2

Organisational Arrangements
Asset management has traditionally been seen as a technical, operationally focussed
discipline. However, this is changing and increasingly it is being recognised as a
strategic activity which can contribute to the Council’s corporate objectives. The
strategic lead for asset management is undertaken by the Head of Place which means
that asset management matters are represented at the highest officer level and
through the Council’s Senior Management Board. The Head of Place, Cabinet, and
Portfolio Holder for Resources, set the direction for asset management.
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The day-to-day focus on asset management is provided by the Property and Facilities
Manager who leads on development and implementation of the Non-Housing Asset
Management Plan. Asset management is now assuming a higher profile within the
council with its scope, purpose and value being increasingly recognised across the
organisation. However, there is sometimes difficulty in balancing strategic and
operational aspects of managing the portfolio with capacity and expertise often
unavoidably directed to the more operational aspects of portfolio management at
the expense of the strategic aspects.
Since February 2017, property and grounds maintenance has been provided primarily
by the HTS Group, a company set up by, and wholly owned by the Council. HTS also
undertake building maintenance and cleaning, and there are other services that have
been procured by the Council which include: lease renewal and rent review
negotiations; asset valuations; mechanical, electrical and gas testing; water hygiene;
and fire compliance.

4.3

Governance & Decision Making
The Council recognises the importance of the assets it holds and how these need to
be; safeguarded; used efficiently and effectively; adequately maintained; properly
accounted for. The Council’s Constitution sets out how the Council operates, how
decisions are made, the procedures that are followed, and the allocation of resources
to deliver the services it is responsible for reflecting its priorities and service plans.
The Constitution details those matters reserved to Full Council, Cabinet, Committees
or Portfolio Holder as well as a Scheme of Delegation to Officers.
The Head of Place is responsible for the functions of Property and Facilities
Management which repairs, insures and employs agents and contractors to preserve
the Council’s land and property. The Service prepares a revenue and capital budget
which has regard to legal and policy requirements and is integrated into its plan.
Along with the other Council Services it develops a three-year plan which is
articulated in the Medium Term Financial Strategy for the Council.
Property and Facilities Management maintain budgetary control within its service to
ensure income and expenditure is properly recorded and accounted for. Assets
whose costs outweigh their benefits are recommended to Cabinet for disposal.
Capital proposals undergo a project appraisal, and forms part of the investment
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strategy, which is prioritised into a capital programme to maximise benefits for
approval by the Full Council.

4.4

Identifying Property Needs
The asset needs of services are considered through their service plans and properties
are considered in terms of their suitability, maintenance liabilities, running cost
performance and likely match with future requirements. Individual services are
responsible for defining their future property needs and funding requirements
although individual projects requiring capital funds are prioritised in accordance with
the Council’s overall corporate priorities having regard to health and safety, and
contractual responsibilities.
Condition, statutory compliance, fitness for purpose, sustainability and regeneration
all contribute to the overall investment needs of the portfolio which are significant.
The Council has limited funds and it is important that scarce capital is allocated to
optimise its benefits to the Council.

4.5

Capital Programme Management
The capital programme is directed to ensure that limited resources are invested in
the most effective way to ensure and improve service delivery, maximise investment
income or provide housing. It must align with the Council’s priorities and seek to
dispose of surplus assets to sustain ongoing non-housing capital investment and
reduce revenue costs.
Services are responsible, with the support of Property & Facilities, for identifying
capital projects needed to meet their needs, for feasibility assessments and
development of a funding ‘bid’.
The Council has a methodology to prioritise investment which is related to its overall
objectives and statutory requirements designed to ensure the impact of scarce
resources is maximised and a strategic overview of all schemes is maintained.
Prioritisation of competing bids and development of the capital programme is
undertaken as part of the Council’s overall budget process. The bids are considered
by the Capital Member Group which prepares and recommends the capital
programme for Cabinet approval each year which is monitored by it on a quarterly
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basis and allows for early identification of actual or potential slippage and inclusion of
reserve schemes in the programme.
The Council has embarked on two major capital projects, the Enterprise Zone and
Prentice Place, which will require external funding and borrowing the costs of which
are intended to be met from the sale or letting of new properties.
As a result of declining receipts from the disposal of surplus assets the Medium Term
Financial Plan reflects the need for borrowing to fund the capital programme.

4.6

Managing Properties in Use
Property & Facilities are responsible for the non-housing estate that includes
commercial properties, community land and buildings and un-adopted roads,
footways and lighting. Day to day management of operational properties is
undertaken by the occupying Service with the support of the Property & Facilities
Service.
Buildings need to be suitable (‘fit for purpose’) in order to be lettable or support
service delivery. A building of the wrong type; in the wrong location can be a major
inhibitor to effective income growth or service provision. It is important therefore to
periodically review the suitability of buildings to see if they are having a beneficial or
detrimental effect on income or services.
Statutory compliance of buildings, such as asbestos, water management, fire risk
assessments etc. are a shared responsibility between the Council Corporate
Compliance Team and the Property and Facilities Team. A key issue moving forward
is ensuring clarity between the respective roles of both teams.

4.7

Review of Need, Utilisation & Cost
This plan has been prepared in consultation with services across the Council who
occupy or use Council’s properties. A programme of property reviews is a priority for
the council which will be used to categorise assets and inform action based on an
understanding of the need for, and performance of, individual assets linked to an
analysis of Council priorities. An outcome of the review process will be engagement
with members and other public sector agencies that could open up opportunities.
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The focus of the reviews is to provide a robust challenge to the need for and
performance of assets using information from databases including IBS and Agresso
with the Technology Forge database being made a primary source of the data.
Review outcomes will be reported to the Corporate Asset Management Group and
members for decision making.

4.8

Data & Performance Management
Core non-housing property data is held on a database from Technology Forge that is
used for Estate Management and to produce the Asset Register. Property & Facilities
also maintain a spreadsheet of the commercial investment properties that is used to
categorise these and support valuations for lettings.
Property & Facilities have identified data needs and priorities, which provides a
framework for data management with the migration of all property data on to
Technology Forge. Specific data priorities include the migration of data from the
recently completed condition surveys for the non-housing portfolio and the estate
management spreadsheets in to the Technology Forge database.
The database has an integrated report writer which allows for data analysis and
reporting. In addition Property & Facilities use QGIS software to record and maintain
geographical information for the all the Council’s property and is also responsible for
the Local Land and Property Gazetteer. The GIS information is available for staff to
view using iShareGIS. The Council has gone through a process and registered the title
of most of its property interests with Land Registry with the remainder in the process
of being registered.
Measuring the performance of the portfolio is constrained by organisational capacity
and therefore a pragmatic approach has been adopted to concentrate on a small
number of indicators where the data is robust developing local measures relevant to
the Council which can be tracked over the long term. This will develop over time as
the quality and quantity of data on the database improves.
A simple framework for performance management has been developed as shown in
section 6 and Appendix D which is based on nationally recommend indicators and
local ones to measure the portfolio performance and provide a rounded view of the
portfolio. The intention is to track and establish long-term targets against which to
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monitor progress and to seek to compare performance with other councils where
possible. Property & Facilities measure the performance of the portfolio using
financial reports on income, vacancy rates and condition surveys which are detailed
in section 5. In addition, performance at an individual building level would allow
decisions to be made about retention, investment, alternative use or disposal.

5

The Property Portfolio

5.1

Summary dimensions of the portfolio
The Council’s property estate is spread throughout Harlow and apart from the Green
Wedges, which are managed by the Places Team, and unadopted roads, the bulk of
the estate is non-operational property that is predominantly freehold and produces a
substantial revenue to the Council.
The broad dimensions of the portfolio (summarised in the table below) are:
 493 properties
 worth £100.444m in terms of book value
 producing a rental income of £6.380m per annum
 repair backlog and statutory obligations requiring an investment of
£13.8232m

5.2

Tenure & Use
The majority of the Council’s non-housing property are commercial tenanted units
that include shops, offices and garages. In addition, the Council owns a number of
community buildings and playing fields. Property & Facilities is also responsible for
the un-adopted highways, footpaths and lighting that are a legacy of the Harlow
Development Corporation. The diverse mix of uses is illustrated in the table below:-

2

Excludes those costs which are the responsibility of Harlow’s occupying tenants
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Use
Allotments
Bus Station
Childcare Facility
Church
Common Room
Crematorium
Depot
Education
Garage
General Fund Housing Garages
Health Centre
Land
Leisure
Office
Park
Parking
Public Convenience
Public House
Residential
Retail
Store
Telecoms
Training Facility

Count
36
1
5
2
14
1
7
2
72
7,801
1
7
92
39
2
22
5
12
23
128
16
5
1

Value
£1,140,078
£843,209
£572,837
£59,300
£575,006
£2,292,000
£4,212,809
£2,813,400
£534,716
£13,571,000
£936,034
£5,709,203
£26,409,319
£15,892,414
£520,800
£3,141,055
£469,743
£1,051,000
£3,152,256
£15,862,375
£147,184
£361,700
£176,400

Rental Income
£6,040
£0
£40,300
£5,700
£11,278
£506,665
£10,000
£13,000
£23,412
£1,716,875
£68,500
£480
£321,808
£957,933
£0
£10,0003
£0
£63,835
£214,781
£1,432,591
£13,095
£42,250
£16,500

In addition there is a quantity of land other than parks which is public open space.

5.3

Condition & Fitness for Purpose
It is important to survey and record the condition of the building stock in order to be
aware of immediate health and safety issues in the portfolio, incipient risks and
liabilities to the Council and the investment needs associated with ensuring buildings
are in a reasonable state of repair to meet the authority’s service delivery obligations
and statutory requirements.
The Council recognises the risk of using historic data and so recent surveys have been
undertaken on the whole of the Council’s portfolio and this information needs to be
recorded on the Technology Forge database so that this can be reviewed. From the

3

Figure excludes ticket sales and Parking Contravention Notice income.
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recent surveys the estimated backlog of repairs in the portfolio is £13.823m of which
£5.950m (43%) are urgent and essential.
The relationship between the relative levels of expenditure on reactive and
preventative maintenance provides an indication of the effectiveness of an
organisation’s overall maintenance strategy. Annual expenditure predominantly on
planned maintenance with a stable or reducing backlog trend is indicative of a well
maintained portfolio, whereas a high proportion of spend on reactive maintenance
suggests an inadequate budget and maintenance strategy. Currently the Council’s
maintenance spend is directed predominantly to reactive maintenance with planned
maintenance relying on the approval of bids to the capital programme or using
revenue budgets.

5.4

Value, Cost & Income
As well as providing accommodation from which to deliver services, property can also
be considered as a ‘productive asset’ capable of releasing value (from disposals) or
generating income (from lettings) which can make a valuable offsetting contribution
to capital projects or operating costs. The asset value is a ‘notional value’ required for
capital accounting purpose and reported on the Council’s Balance Sheet through the
annual statement of the accounts. The value of the portfolio for land and buildings
excluding housing is £100.444m. The investment portfolio provides a rental income
of approximately £6.380m per annum and any variation on this income base will have
significant resource implications for the Council.
Summary of Income and Expenditure
Description
Energy
Insurance
Local Tax
Maintenance
Rent
Security & Cleaning
Service Charge
Water

Income
-£21,903
-£5,820
-£6,379,792
-£412
-£408,153
-£6,816,080

Expenditure4
Net
£520,921
£37,565
£617,773
£1,939,980
£61,426
£233,434
£23,446
£70,046

£520,921
£15,662
£611,953
£1,939,980
-£6,318,367
£233,022
-£384,707
£70,046

£3,504,590

-£3,311,490

Note – negative figures represent a surplus, positive figures represent a deficit.
4

Expenditure figures are direct property related costs only (exclusive of staffing, service delivery and central support costs).
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There is a recurring cost borne from the revenue budget to own and occupy
property. Assuming the portfolio is fit for purpose and in a reasonable state of repair
the objective should be to minimise this expenditure in order to release revenue for
service priorities. In 2017/18 General Fund running costs for the non-housing
property portfolio of £3,5045m represented just over 38% of the Council’s total
General Fund spend of £9.146m, whilst General Fund income from the Council’s nonhousing assets (£6,816m) contributed around 75% towards the Council’s total annual
general fund spend.

5.5

Sustainability & Energy
In its first Carbon Management Plan (2010-2015) The Council set a target to reduce
its carbon emissions by 25% from a 2008/9 baseline. This target was met by 2014
through various energy efficiency improvements and rationalisation of the Council’s
estate. The overall reduction by 2015 was circa 38%. From this the Council
established a second Carbon Management Plan (2016-2021) where it will seek to
reduce its emissions by a further 25% using 2015/16 as a new baseline. Audits have
been undertaken across the portfolio to scope projects in order to meet its targets.
Examples of these projects include LED lighting upgrades, boiler upgrades and solar
PV Panels.
From 1 April 2018, landlords of non-domestic private rented properties (including
public sector landlords) may not grant a tenancy to new or existing tenants if their
property has an EPC rating of band F or G. Also, from 1 April 2023, landlords must not
continue letting a non-domestic property which is already let if that property has an
EPC rating of band F or G. The Council has undertaken an EPC assessment of its
commercial portfolio and is taking necessary steps to invest in the five properties that
fall below the minimum energy efficiency banding.
Since 2008, the Council has bulk procured its energy via central government
purchasing frameworks for both gas and electricity. These contracts were entered
into on a recurring annual basis and provided the Council with a means of bulk
purchasing its energy in advance at favourable rates. All operational properties,
communal and landlord lighting, and residential heating schemes were included
within the contract.

5

Exclusive of staffing, service delivery costs and central support costs.
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6

Performance & Monitoring

6.1

Key Achievements
The Council has demonstrated its commitment to asset management through a range
of initiatives. These are over and above its day-to-day property management
activities. Whilst not an exhaustive list some of the more significant achievements,
including those relating to the Council’s previous Asset Management Plan are
identified below:


Updated the Council’s property database; migrating data from Archibus and a
number of spreadsheets to Technology Forge.



Completed EPCs for all buildings.



External consultants have completed building surveys on all buildings with the
Technology Forge database to be populated with the data which will provide
an updated understanding of maintenance backlog and priorities across the
portfolio.



Provision of support to the Third Sector with grants available for leases on the
Council’s community properties.



Proactive management of the Latton Bus Centre has seen occupancy rates
rise to near 100%. The property is now a vibrant and successful business
centre pulling is a significant revenue income stream.



The Council has further consolidated its office accommodation by vacating
leasehold office space at Redstone House formerly occupied by the Council’s
Housing Team. Surrender of the lease yielded very significant revenue savings.



Parking zones have been successfully introduced at various locations
throughout Harlow including The Stow and Bush Fair and the under croft of
Sherwood House converted into a large permit parking zone for business and
residents.



The Council secured Heritage Lottery Funding to upgrade and improve the
Town Park. This investment of circa £2.8m delivered improvements including
a much improved replacement of the café.
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6.2



A new health care centre is currently being constructed on land adjacent to
Lister House which was facilitated by a land swap.



The Council have completed major refurbishments of Ash Tree Field Sports
Pavilion and Nicholls Field Pavilion (Section T1.1 of the 2009 AMP)



The Priority Estates redevelopment is now underway.



The Council’s maintenance partner has now vacated Gilden Way Depot which
has been let and provides increased income to the Council and Herons Wood
Depot which could be sold for development.



Worked with partners to help create the North Essex Parking Partnership, a
body that deals with all on and off street parking enforcement. This is
currently undergoing a value for money review.



The Council leased Broadfield Garage site to Harlow College generating
income; former Depot Land at Mulberry Green and Kingsmoor House were
sold; Wych Elm Land the developer has not progressed so covenant remains
intact and Yorkes Land remains vacant pending disposal or development
(Asset Disposal Programme of the 2009 AMP).

Measurement of Portfolio Performance
The Council has identified the need to develop a performance management
framework and will adopt a ‘scorecard’ approach as one element of this. This is work
in progress and there is recognition of the need to improve data quality before the
scorecard can be adopted and used for real. The figure below presents an overall
‘scorecard’ to measure portfolio performance under a series of key themes.
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Legal

Use

Financial

Physical

Asset
Management
Themes

Trend Data
Property Performance Indicators

Age

% of buildings over 20 years old

Condition

Overall backlog as a % of net annual spend (PLC4.2)
Urgent & essential as % of repair backlog
Ratio of planned / reactive maintenance spend
% of buildings with condition survey in last 5 years (PLC3.1)

Cost & Income

Property running costs as % of net council spend
Running costs per FTE (offices only)
Income as % of net council spend (PLC4.4)
Rate of return (commercial portfolio only)

Value

Asset value as a % of net council spend
Surplus property as a % of total asset value

Capacity &
utilisation

Office space as % of total portfolio
Floor-space per work-station (offices only)
Workstations to FTE ratio (offices only)
Total days properties are vacant (commercial only) (PLC4.1)

Suitability

% of buildings with assessment in the last 5 years
% of buildings assessed as ‘fit for purpose’

Statutory
Compliance

% of buildings with asbestos survey (PLC3.3)
% of buildings with completed access audit
% of buildings with current test certificates

Sustainability

CO2 emissions in kilo tonnes per annum
% of buildings (open to the public) with a DEC A-D
% of commercial buildings with an EPC rating A-E (PLC4.2)

2015/
2016

2016/
2017

Targets
2017/
2018

Change

Harlow
Council

National
‘norms’

100%

70/30
100%



47%
100%



8.0%

10.0
7:10

100%

163
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6.3

Review Arrangements
The Property Asset Strategy is a ‘live’ document and will be kept under review.
Progress on the strategy will be reported periodically to Cabinet through the Director
of Place. These updates will concentrate on the progress of the specific Key Actions
identified in the strategy and more general performance of the individual portfolios.
This formal reporting will be in addition to the regular formal and informal reporting
on property matters which is on-going.
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Appendix A – Brief History of Harlow and its Property Assets
Harlow was designated a new town in 1947, with the Harlow Development Corporation
becoming the main property owner. Most of the assets were acquired under the New Towns
Act, including acquisition of a number of local farms. At the time of designation as new town
the villages of Harlow and Netteswell and surrounding parishes were part of Epping Rural
District Council, after which Harlow Development Corporation became the main property
owner and planning authority within the 386 acres of the ‘new town’.
Harlow Urban District Council was established in 1955. When local government
reorganisation took place during the 1960s the town was effectively controlled by two
bodies, Harlow Development Corporation and Harlow Urban District Council (becoming a
district council as a result of reorganisation). Both owning land in their own right. With the
demise of the Harlow Development Corporation in 1976 a series of land transfers took place.
These were the ‘First’ or ‘Housing’ transfer which included most of the housing areas within
the town, the shopping hatches, neighbourhood shopping centres common rooms, play
barns, large tracts of open space between the estates, some allotments and playgrounds.
In 1979 the Second transfer took place which included housing and was intended to sweep
up all the remaining small pieces of housing land omitted from the First transfer. Finally, in
1986 the Third transfer took place, which was of community related assets, from the
Commission for New Towns (successors in title to Harlow Development Corporation). This
included a package of land most of which had little value but had an encumbered
maintenance cost. Some properties had an agreed value that the Council could sell and
provide a fund to meet the additional maintenance costs as well as properties that were
subject to leases which were to provide an income to add to the maintenance budget. Each
site had a defined use and value at the time of the transfer and some properties were
subject to clawback based upon lifts in value on disposal or change of use.
Separate conveyances of playgrounds, allotments, town park and scout sites also took place
between Harlow Development Corporation and Harlow Council which were encumbered
with restrictive covenant. In general the First and Second transfer lands do not have
restrictive covenants as to use. In addition the Council has purchased a number of properties
from private owners such as Harlow and Latton Common, Latton Woods and Netteswellbury
Farm. The most recent acquisitions being the land for the new sports centre and the residual
land transfer from Home and Communities Agency. The town’s industrial areas and town
centre were retained by the Commission for the New Towns who gradually disposed of the
interest, usually to existing tenants or investors.
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Appendix B – Amplification of Portfolio Segmentation

Portfolio
Operational
Community
Type
Cash consuming
Time Horizon
Short term
Short term
Rationale for categorisation Assets required to support Assets over which the
(see section 2)
service delivery directly or Council has a stewardship
indirectly (e.g. offices) to role so that these are
the residents or visitors to available for the community
Harlow
to use & enjoy

Management Objectives





Commercial

Opportunity
Cash generating
Short to medium term
Medium to long term
Assets held in order to Assets held because they
generate income to support have long term latent value
the revenue budget (even if that can be realised to
acquired for an initial support
growth,
asset
different purpose)
renewal or regeneration
objectives
or
housing
delivery
Functional suitability
 Condition
 Occupancy
 Identifying underCondition
 Running cost
 Rate of return
performing assets with
Running costs
 Community access
 Portfolio mix
no future service need
 Realising development
potential
 Overcoming planning
constraints
 Use assets as a catalyst
for regeneration.
 Latent value (assets that could be considered ‘opportunity’ assets)

Note: This is working definition underpinning the segmentation of the portfolio that will be refined in use. The term latent value is used to mean those sites which may have long term
development potential and which therefore be considered as being ‘opportunity’ sites.
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Appendix C – Asset Management Policies & Procedures
The table below identifies existing asset management policies and procedures that exist.
These amplify this strategy and are the day-to-day procedures that underpin asset
management practice in the Council.
Item

Date

Forums
Cabinet
Capital Programme Board
Property database user group
Policies
Harlow Council Asset Management Plan 2009/10 – 2013/14
Medium Term Financial Strategy – 2016/17 to 2020/21
Harlow Regeneration & Social Inclusion Strategy 2010-2015
Asset Management Strategy – Housing Services 2013-2018
Carbon Management Plan 2016-2021
Draft Pre-Submission Harlow Local Development Plan
Green Wedge Review
Procedures & Methodologies
Harlow Council Treasury Management Strategy Statement – 2018/19
Office Procedure and Guidance on Lease Renewals and Assignments
Objectives
Corporate Plan 2017/18-2019/20 - Working Together for Harlow
Service Plans
Team Plans
Harlow Retail & Leisure Needs Study 2016

2009
2016
2010
2016
2018
2014

2018

2017

2016
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